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De�ine Potential energy. What is the source of potential energy?

Give 3 examples of a simple machine.

How roughage is useful to our digestive system?

Which product (except the water) present in your kitchen can be used as a �ire extinguisher?

Synthetic �ibre can be made from?

Explain the concept of a machine in a scissor.

What is the full form of www used in the internet.

Science must explain the various phenomen of life to make our understanding simple and clear.
Suppose if you move from �irst �loor to third �loor by stairs as per science you have not done any
work. How is it possible? Then where gone the work? Why you feel tired after moving to third �loor?

What is the name of the Brahmputra river at its origin? Sources of other rivers, dams on rivers

What is the difference between winds and air currents?

Arrange given 4 cities from North to SOuth or from East to west?

Mitochondria also have the chromose?

What is national Anthem, who composed it?

What is direction of acceleration in circular motion, linear motion and random motion?

What is the basic difference between Himalayas and Andaman islands?

What is the difference between disease and the syndrome?

What is the full form of AIDS and why it is tough to make vaccine for AIDS?

Explain the working of the thermos �lask

Reaction of quicklime with carbon di oxide

How is president of India is elected, Vice President?

What is arctic circle? Which countries have the control over arctic circle?

Where are the mineral resources of India mainly located? What are the mineral reserves we found
in Maharashtra?
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What are the problems India is facing now?

Which is a bigger problem? illiteracy or the poverty

How you prepared for the NTSE Exam (Do not mention the name of coaching institute as such) ?

Tell me something about your parent՚s job. Who is your role model?

Anything you would like to ask from us (at the end of the interview)


